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POSTER COMMENTS (Post-its and Written on Board)
PARCEL COVERAGE






















Keep at least 61% lot coverage – There are more and more multi-generational house and
having homes that can house such families is a good thing. It helps solve the housing crisis,
allows folks to age with family, and is efficient/environmentally friendly
Lower lot coverage to 40% to address global warming – soil, trees, and vegetation help cool
the climate.
Reduce lot coverage to 40%
No ADUs should be exempt
ADUs are given exemptions whether attached or not. ADUs should not be exempt from lot
coverage
ADUs should be exempt – there’s a housing crisis and these need to be encouraged!
I’m strongly in favor of exempting ADUs which are a great way to create new housing. If not
exemption, then count at 50%
ADUs should be exempt except on the second floor
Need more building capacity % wise on lot
Need stricter standards for spec builders/developers
Allow more coverage for 1-story houses
Given aging society – larger coverage for single story will keep people in their homes
Keep current exemptions for ADUs above garages
Larger 1st floor coverage
Below grade should be included in parcel coverage (perhaps not at equal measure but some
reduction)
Reduce parcel coverage to 40%
Encourage ADUs by exempting from parcel coverage calculation
ADUs were given exemption from lot coverage whether they are affected or not (ADUs should
never be exempt)
ADUs should not be exempt from parcel coverage because they won’t always be used to
increase housing availability!
ADUs should continue to be exempt from parcel coverage. Keep current ADU standards.
If parcel coverage is 60-61%, then ADU should be non-exempt. If parcel coverage is lower,
then ADU should be exempt.

HEIGHT



Flexibility of design is benefitted w/ 28’ single story
No blocking of existing homes’ views in Sunset Park and our ocean views being blocked by
new construction
 Need a parapet and area for R-38 installation
 28 ft height limit should not be lowered
SETBACKS & STEPBACKS



Lightwell from basement must be within the setback – not going the setback – and must have
stairs not ladders
Should be asymmetrical so that solar access and unpleasant versus good views can be
considered
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Mature trees should be required, and this fact should affect setback limits and coverage
Basement access in lightwell must be 5ft to support stairs versus ladders
Require front and side stepbacks so new houses don’t look monolithic
Stepbacks are expensive and sometimes useless (off bathrooms, etc)
More setbacks for 2nd story
Stop second stories that cover an entire lot line depth – there needs to be a limit on the
amount of second floor coverage facing neighbors
UPPER-STORY OUTDOOR SPACE






Rooftop should be included in outdoor space #
Each balcony or rooftop should be limited to 200 sf (to limit impact on neighbors)
Exempt rooftop gardens in frequently used
400 sq feet aggregate, but no indiv. Space/deck/balcony to be great than 250 sq feet
Tree coverage on private property must be considered. We have a decrease of over 30% of
tree coverage in R1
 Amount depends on slope; same properties have no effect on privacy
 Allow up to 600; as long as it is overlooking for or backyard, not neighbors
 No single deck should be greater than 200 square feet
 Discourage rooftop decks. Balconies are okay
 There should be no limit on outdoor space
 Rooftop shouldn’t count, projected different from deck/balcony; classifications should be
separate (balconies vs rooftops) as a definition and calculation
 Over a certain size, maybe a variance/modification
 Should be based on certain parcel size
 Shouldn’t be so strict
PARKING















If people have garages, they should be incentivized or persuaded to park cars in them, not on
street
Carport with open sides and roof is acceptable
Consider carports as a “garage” option
Parking should be in rear to protect ambiance; does not have to be at rear of yard; garages
should be required
Depends on configuration of lot – i.e. whether in alley
Allow curbcuts for driveway for houses with driveways, but no curbcuts when using garage as
ADU
Allow parking to be outside front yard if no alley and no corner lot. Only 1 space required.
I would like a carport projecting car covering roof over parking in driveway at side of house so
people can park in drive out of rain, etc.
Don’t require expansion of existing non-conforming garage as parts of remodels that don’t
involve the garage. Please!
To keep fires that start in a car from spreading to homes, parking at back is preferable.
Change the regulations so a detached garage can be attached to the house.
One option: only 1 space garage required (so bicycles aren’t stolen) OR 1 space uncovered to
double as patio space
No one on our street uses their garage for parking
Given the climate, no enclosed garages should be required
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Carports okay in rear half of lot
Enclosed garages for new development but not remodels/additions greater than 50% more
Garage or carports
Very few people use enclosed garages for parking their cars. So the standards should be
updated to reflect this reality and not require enclosed garages.
RETENTION OF EXISTING HOMES




























Help maintain the single-story charm of our R1 neighborhood
Reduce fees to re-incentivize the retention of existing homes
Parking updated should not driven by garage width and length historic standards, but 50%
additions should have conforming parking
Encourage drivers to park the car in the garage
Waive all fees for remodels of existing homes
Keep current exemptions for ADUs above garages
Allow ADUs above existing garages
The new homes need to not block views of existing homes Sunset Park
Anticipate new tree ordinance for private property; allow greater lot coverage to protect
trees and incentivize remodel
Do not require existing garages to be brought into conformance for greater than 50% remodel
Reduce fees to encourage remodeling
Not allow contin. of non-conforming height
Remodeling of homes should not have to follow new construction guidelines if it requires
undoing current structures or design
Allow house and garage full remodel to code without requiring loss of curb cut
Reduce fees on remodeling projects so current homeowners are not stuck with tons of
thousands of dollars in addition to construction costs
Each lot Sunset Park have beautiful view/ocean etc. How do we with existing views keep our
views with these new tall buildings.
Allow owners of nonconforming homes to remodel without spending a fortune
Retain 60% FAR for Sunset Park and NE SM – where small lots and existing homes restrains
Encourage HRI homes to landmark so they can take advantage of incentives that allow them
to be retained
Allow modifications to make keeping existing structures in place
Incentive reduce permit fees
Reduce permit fees and incent retention
Provide clearance for older homes to have access to light and shade
Not allow additions without requiring parking
Provide clearance for older homes to have access to light
No retention of existing homes, only if owner wanted it
Reduce fees and streamline the process
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OTHER



































Need lots of leniency in remodeling existing homes. Looser standards
Need to incorporate solar shadow rules into R1 standards. Get it out of “sustainability office”
and let’s put into zoning
Outside access from the basement must be from a staircase, instead of a ladder
Clarify what middle of alley to parcel calculation is used for
Include lower level in parcel size coverage
Use much stricter standards for spec. building.
Allow some change to development standards within neighborhoods with older home to
encourage retention
Don’t count basements in parcel coverage
Reduce garage requirement to 1 car and/or allow 2nd to be uncovered
Different neighborhoods should be able to set their own standards
ADUs should have once car off street parking requirement
Ease standards for 10 years+ residents and homeowners
Need to incorporate solar shadow rules in R1 standards – get it out of the office of
sustainability into zoning
Need to realize young families need more space – at least one home office. Keep ADU
exemption so rent can offset mortgage.
Basement size should be an important consideration. They now are too big.
Agree about not blocking solar panels
Solar access rights: prevent new project from blocking solar panels of neighbor to the north
Good opportunity to get solar rights into R1 zoning
Basement lightwells must be within the side setbacks
Basement must have stair access
Keep ADUs exempt allow curb cuts when need to provide off street parking access
Need to retain 60% FAR on lots 5500 SF or less so can build family size home
Construction time and permit limits. Building times are too long and disrupt neighbors,
parking, noise, dirt
Add solar access guarantees
Too much housing. We are at our limit! For renters and condos.
How can we deal with speculative developers? One has brought up 12 smaller homes in our
neighborhood! It’s a business for them.
Solar access rights
Ease standards and permit costs for remodels
Stricter standards for spec builders and developers
Help homeowners learn how to handle tree roots – so they don’t tear out trees to build a
bigger home
We need a solar access or solar shade ordinance to protect the investment of current
homeowners
Provide clear standards with simpler, short level standard adjustment process for unique lots
and retaining existing homes
Would like the city to implement solar shade ordinance like West Hollywood
Give single story homes most latitude in meeting new codes
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